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Abstract-The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a classic problem in combinatorial optimiza-
tion . An N-city asymmetric TSP has (N - 1)! tours. We develop a conceptual mapping of an N-city
problem to a two-dimensional space and computer code for the defining function and its inverse .
The transformation is implemented using color graphics and allows one to better understand the
topography of the solution space and study the effects of different search techniques visually, leading
to improvements in solution algorithms .
1. INTRODUCTION
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the most widely-studied problems in combina-
torial optimization . The problem may be stated as finding a visitation sequence of N cities so
that the distance traveled is minimized . A city must be visited only once, and the salesman must
return to the starting point . Many solution procedures have been developed for the TSP . These
may be categorized into two broad classes : (1) optimal procedures and (2) heuristic procedures .
Optimal procedures usually use 0-1 mathematical programming formulations, employing cut-
ting planes or branch-and-bound methods . Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson [1] used the cutting
plane method to solve a 49-city Euclidean TSP in 1954 . Little, Murty, Sweeney and Karel [2]
used the branch-and-bound method with assignment problems for lower bound calculation to
solve the TSP.
However, the TSP belongs to the class of NP-complete problems for which polynomial algo-
rithms have not yet been developed [3] . The computational effort demanded by any existing
optimal procedures grows exponentially with the problem size . Consequently, many heuristic
solution procedures have been developed . Heuristic procedures try to obtain "good" solutions in
a relatively short time . However, these solutions may not be optimal . Heuristic procedures may
be categorized into three major classes : (1) tour construction procedures, (2) tour improvement
procedures, and (3) composite procedures .
A tour construction procedure constructs a tour (feasible solution) from a distance matrix .
Tour construction procedures are very fast, so that they can handle very large problem instances
efficiently. However, the quality of the solution is usually rather poor . Tour construction heuris-
tics include several insertion methods [4] and Christofides' heuristic [5] . An insertion method
starts with a city and inserts cities one at a time to the current subtour based on selection
criteria . Christofides' heuristic utilizes the minimum spanning tree problem and the matching
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problem to the TSP with the triangle inequality. It guarantees that the ratio of the length of the
heuristic tour to the length of the optimal tour is at most 1 .5 .
A tour improvement heuristic starts with an arbitrary initial tour and tries to improve it by
edge exchange methods. The 2-opt and 3-opt heuristics were introduced by Lin [6] in 1965 and
the k-opt procedures, for k > 3, were presented by Lin and Kernighan [7] in 1973. The k-opt
exchange procedure is an O(Nk) polynomial algorithm [4] . Hence, a 3-opt heuristic requires
approximately N times the work required by a 2-opt heuristic . The k-opt heuristic with k > 3 is
seldom used because of heavier computational burden . Lin [6] suggested that one should repeat
a 2-opt or 3-opt heuristic for a number of random starting tours .
Composite procedures combine tour construction and tour improvement procedures . The idea
behind a composite procedure is to obtain a good initial solution quickly using a tour construction
heuristic, and then apply a computationally more expensive improvement heuristic once to get
a near optimal solution . Composite procedures are relatively fast computationally, and give
excellent results [4] .
New heuristic procedures, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms and tabu search, have been
developed recently to overcome the difficulty of local search . These procedures incorporate some
artificial intelligence concepts (AI-type heuristics) to keep the heuristics from being trapped at
local optima [8] . Simulated annealing is derived from properties in statistical mechanics and
how they relate to the physical annealing of a system [9] . The search mechanism of simulated
annealing is similar to that of local search ; it moves from a current solution to better solutions
in neighborhoods. Simulated annealing, however, allows moves to unfavorable solutions in a
probabilistic manner to avoid being trapped at a local optimum.
Genetic algorithms are based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics [10] .
A solution in genetic algorithms typically is represented by a one-dimensional array of binary
numbers. The initial population consists of a number of randomly selected feasible solutions . The
next generation is created by the parent population using reproduction, crossover, and mutation .
Parents with higher fitness values (better objective function values) have higher probabilities of
reproducing their offspring . Evolutions are repeated until one solution dominates the population .
Tabu search is a meta-heuristic developed to keep local search heuristics from being trapped
at local optima [8] . Any tour improvement heuristic may be used in the framework of tabu
search . Tabu search starts with an arbitrary initial point . The tabu restrictions and aspiration
criteria, which govern the determination of which moves are considered admissible, are defined
relative to the edges dropped from the tour in the process of making the move . It searches for
better solutions in a neighborhood of the initial solution, and then moves to the best admissible
solution found . In other words, tabu search moves to a new solution if the move is not tabu
or the aspiration criteria are satisfied . Each edge dropped from the tour is classified tabu for t
iterations with the purpose of discouraging the edge from being added back to the tour for the
duration of its tabu classification. The aspiration criteria are typically satisfied if the move leads
to an improved solution. The tabu restriction is denied if the aspiration criteria are satisfied .
Tabu search is more aggressive than simulated annealing or genetic algorithms . It moves to the
best admissible solution point in the neighborhood .
The characteristic common to these three new search procedures is that they may move to
a solution point whose objective function value is worse than the incumbent solution. In other
words, these heuristic procedures can move from a local optimum to an inferior solution point
to continue the search for a global optimal solution . This is an important strategy to deal with
local optimality and plateaux .
The design and analysis of algorithms often can be aided by visualization . The purpose of this
paper is to present a two-dimensional mapping of an N-city traveling salesman problem that can
help researchers better understand the search space . We will systematically transform the N 2
dimensional space into a two-dimensional space. Representing the objective function values by
colors, we obtain a convenient visualization of the solution space using computer graphics .
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Such a mapping can help one to understand the topography of the solution space, seek insight
into the nature of concentrations of "good" solutions, and aid in defining plateaux structure . By
observing the performance of search algorithms visually, one can study sequences of solutions
and solution paths, and examine diversification and intensification strategies more clearly .
2. A CONCEPTUAL TRANSFORMATION
The N-city traveling salesman problem may be formulated as follows :
where
1
1, if arc i - j is in the tour,
x" 0, otherwise (decision variables),
cij = cost of arc i - j (parameters),
S = a set of constraints that prohibits subtour solutions .
Let 7r be a tour of N cities and (x, y) be coordinates of a discrete two-dimensional space . We
define a one-to-one mapping, f, from a tour 7r to the two-dimensional coordinates (x, y) in the
new solution space. We denote this function as :
f
: 7r
-* (x, y) . ( 6 )
An inverse function f-1 is also defined so that the new solution space can be used with nonlinear
search algorithms . We denote the inverse function as :
f- (x, y)
-. 7f . (7)
Let c be the cost function that maps from a tour to its cost . We denote the cost function as :
c :7r-+R .
where R is a real number . These mappings are shown schematically in Figure 1 .
Cost
c
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f
Figure 1 . Mappings .
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Cities in the TSP are labeled arbitrary with 1, 2, . . . , N . The total number of possible tours
is, therefore, (N - 1)! . Without loss of generality, we set City 1 to be the first city in a tour .
The set of tours are arranged in the two-dimensional space so that similar tours are located in
the space somehow closely together . The similarity of tours is measured by the number of edges
in common .
The two-dimensional transformation f is conceptualized as follows (see Figure 2) . We define a
rectangle that is partitioned into (N - 1)! distinct parts corresponding to the (N
- 1)! distinct
TSP tours. The rectangle is divided into (N - 1) mutually disjoint regions
. Each region, which
contains (N-2)! distinct solution points, corresponds to a partial tour whose first two cities are
fixed. (Note that the first city is always City 1
.) Then, each region is itself divided into (N - 2)
mutually disjoint regions. Each of them contains (N-3)! distinct solution points and corresponds
to a partial tour whose first three cities are fixed . This procedure is repeated until a region
contains only one solution point .
1 2 N-1
1
2
(N-2)
1 2 (N-3)
Figure 2 . Partitioning procedure .
3. AN EXAMPLE
For illustrative purposes, consider a five-city TSP
. The rectangle is divided into N - 1 (or
four) regions . Each of these region will have (N -
2)! (or six) solutions . The first column has
all solutions whose first cities are 1 and 2 . The third, fourth and fifth positions in the solution
have wildcard symbols, asterisks . The second column has all solutions whose first two
cities are 1
and 3, and so on (see Figure 3) .
(12***) I (13***) (14***)
Figure 3 . Fixing first two cities .
Each column in Figure 3 is, then, divided into N-2 (or three) rows, and each row has (N -
3)!
(or two) solutions . The first row in the first column, for example, has all solutions whose first
cities are 1, 2, and 3 (see Figure 4) .
Figure 4 . Fixing first three cities .
(132**) (132**) (142**) (152**)
(124**) (134**) (143**) (153**)
(125**) (135**) (145**) (154**)
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Finally, each cell in Figure 4 is divided into N - 3 (or two) areas. Each area, now, has only
one solution since (N-4)! in this example is one . The final configuration of the two-dimensional
solution space is shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5 . Configuration of search space .
4. DEFINING FUNCTIONS
We now develop function f and f-1 that map a tour to coordinates (x, y) in the rectangular
space and conversely. Figure 6 shows coordinates for the illustrative example presented in the
previous section .
Figure 6. Coordinates in the new space .
Functions f and f- 1 for our example problem are coded in the C language and renamed as
`get-coordin' and 'f-inverse' respectively in the code . Function get-coordin calculates coordinates
in the two-dimensional space from a tour . Arrays coordin[] and iorder[] contain the coordinates
in the two-dimensional space and a tour respectively, where ncity carries the number of cities . In
function get-coordin, a tour is rotated first so that array froml[] has the tour that starts from
city 1 . Then, the coordinates are calculated from the tour given by array froml[I . Figure 7 shows
the C source code for f (get_coordin) function. Array bag[] have city labels that are not yet in
a tour while the function constructs a tour. The complexity of function get-coordin is
O(N3),
where N is the number of cities in the problem .
Function [inverse is an inverse function of f (get-coordin) . It maps from two-dimensional
coordinates to a sequence of N numbers (tour) . Array coordin[ ] has input coordinates and array
new-order[] has a resulting tour . The contents of array coordin[] are copied into array temp[] so
that coordin[ ] preserves the original coordinates. Array bag[], again, contains city labels that are
not yet scheduled in a tour while the function constructs a tour from the coordinates . Figure 8
shows the source code off- ' ([inverse) . The complexity of function fJnverse is 0(N2) .
5 . APPLICATIONS
The transformation shows the entire solution space in two dimensions . On a PC, the tour
length of each solution is represented by a different color depending its magnitude so that one
can visualize the topography of the solution space . This is similar to drawing contours on the two-
dimensional space for a continuous two-variable problem . Since the TSP is a discrete problem,
the contours cannot be drawn. Instead, colors can tell us locations of optimal solution(s), good
regions, and poor regions in the solution space . An example screen (shown in black and white)
is shown in Figure 9 .
Using 50 eight-city problems that were randomly generated in the unit square, it was easy to
observe that (1) there are some regions whose solutions are relatively good, and some regions
whose solutions are relatively poor ; (2) sizes and shapes of these regions vary : and (3) a good
solution may sit next to a bad solution .
12345 12354 13245 13254 14235 14253 15234 15243
12435 12453 13425 13452 14325 14352 15324 15342
12534 12543 13524 13542 14523 14532 15423 15432
(0 0) (1 0) (2 0) (3 0) (4 0) (5 0) (6 0) (7 0)
(0 1) ( 1) (2, ) (3 1) (4 1) (5 1) (6 1) (7 1)
(0 2) (1 2) (2 2) (3 2) (4 2) (5 2) (6 2) (7 2)
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void get_coordin ( int iorder[ ], long coordin[1, int ncity)
{
#define NCITY 100
int i, j, k, froml[ NCITY], bag[ NCITY] ;
long block ;
/ * Initialize coordin[] and bag[] * /
coordin[0] = 0 ;
coordin[1] = 0 ;
for (i = 0 ; i < ncity ; i ++)bag[i] = i + 1 ;
/ * Rearrange a tour so that froml has the tour starting
from city 1 * /
for (i = 0 ; i < ncity; i + +)
if (iorder[i + 1] == 1)
{
for (j = 0; j < ncity ; j + +)
{
k = (i + j)% ncity ;
froml[j] = iorder[k + 1] ;
}
break ;
}
/ * Compute coordinates from the tour * /
for (i = 1 ; i < ncity ; i + +)
for (j = 1 ; j < ncity; j ++)
if (froml[i] == bag[j])
{
block = 1 ;
if (i % 2)
{
}
}
else
{
for (k=3; k <= ncity - i - 2; k+=2)
block* = k ;
coordin[01+ = (j - 1) * block ;
for (k= 2 ; k <= ncity - i - 2 ; k+ =2)
block* = k ;
coordin[1]+ = (j - 1) * block ;
}
for (k = j ; k < ncity - 1 ; k+ +)
bag[k] = bag[k + 1J ;
break ;
Figure 7 . A function that maps from a tour to coordinates (get_coordin) .
void flnverse ( long coordin[], int new_ order[], int ncity)
{
# define NCITY 100
int i, j, k, posi, bag[NCITY-1] ;
long temp[2], block ;
/ * Make a copy of coordin[] in temp[] * /
temp[O] = coordin[O] ;
temp[1] = coordin[1] ;
/ * Initialize bag[] * /
for (i = 0 ; i < ncity - 1; i + +)
bag [i] =i+2 ;
/ * First city in new-order( ] is city 1 * /
new-order[1] = 1
;
/ * Calculate the tour from coordinates * /
for (i = 1 ; i < ncity - 1 ; i + +)
{
block = 1 ;
if (i % 2)
{
for (k=3; k<= ncity -i-2; k+ =2)
block * = k ;
posi = temp[O] / block ;
temp [0]- = posi * block ;
}
else
{
for (k=2; k<= ncity -i-2; k+ =2)
block * = k ;
posi = temp[1] / block ;
temp[1]- = posi * block ;
I
new-order [i + 1] = bag [posi] ;
for (j = posi ; j < ncity -2; j++)
bag [j] = bag U + 11 ;
}
new_order[ncity] = bag[0] ;
}
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Figure 8 . A Function that Maps from Coordinates to a tour (f-1 )
The visualization has allowed us to experiment with various search procedures . For example,
we developed a local search heuristic that was specifically designed for the two-dimensional space .
The neighborhood of the local search heuristic is defined geometrically as adjacent solution points
of the size of 8, 24, or 48 in the two-dimensional space (see Figure 10) . We also have developed
a tabu search based on the local search heuristic procedure for the two-dimensional space . We
7
2
∎
	
- 2 .37 ∎ 2 .37 - 2 .87 ∎ 2 .8? - 3 .37 w 3 .37 - 3 .87
3 .87 - 4 .37 2 4 .37 - 4 .87 - 4 .87 -
Press any key to finish .
Figure 9 . Example solution space .
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Figure 10. Neighborhoods with sizes of 8, 24, and 48 .
observed how these two procedures moved in the two-dimensional solution space . We found that
the local search heuristic was trapped easily at local optima, and a tabu search procedure needed
to move in the solution space for a long time to find a global optimum . One reason tabu search
need to run for a long time is that tabu search visits not only good regions but also poor regions
as well . Since tabu search always move one solution to another in the neighborhood, when it
moves from one good region to another, it must visit poor neighborhoods in between . These
findings motivated us to design a search procedure that can jump from a good region to another
without going through poor neighborhoods [11] .
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